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ABSTRACT

The Air Force Research Laboratory, Binoptics Corp., and Infotonics Technology Center worked collaboratively to
package and characterize recently developed diode based ring lasers that operate at 1550 nm in a diamond shaped cavity.
The laser modes propagate bi-directionally; however, uniaxial propagation may be induced by optical injection or by
integrating a mirror. Round trip cavity length was 500 µm in 3.5 µm wide ridge waveguides, and four polarizationmaintaining lensed fibers provided access to the input and output modes. A signal from a tunable diode laser, incident at
one port, served to injection lock both of the counter-propagating circulating modes. When the input signal was timeencoded by an optical modulator, the encoding was transferred to both modes with an inverted time-intensity profile.
Performance, in terms of fidelity and extinction ratio, is characterized for selected pulsed and monochromatic formats
from low frequencies to those exceeding 12 GHz. A rate equation model is proposed to account for certain aspects of the
observed behavior and analog and digital applications are discussed.
KEYWORDS: bi-directional semiconductor ring lasers, diamond shaped, laser injection

1. INTRODUCTION
Binoptics Corporation has demonstrated a new diamond shaped cavity configuration for semiconductor (SC) ring lasers
that operate in the low loss fiber window near 1550 nm. Their novel etched facet technology allows facets to be defined
through high precision photolithography, rather than traditional cleaving, offering flexibility and reproducibility in
monolithic integration capability1. The laser modes propagate bi-directionally, but the extent of uniaxial propagation can
be influenced by laser injection2 at the ring’s resonance or by implementing a mirror external to the cavity to suppress
one of the modes. The induced intensity inversion of the mode counter-propagating relative to the input signal, or
“switching” effect, is observed for both steady state injection and over a range of frequencies modulated in excess of 12
GHz3. Initial die devices, developed at Binoptics, posed several difficulties for applications testing: reflections from the
access port facets interfered with the injection process; the free-space coupling efficiency was far from optimal; and
heating and temperature related effects were not stabilized. The key issues were largely overcome when Infotonics
partnered with Binoptics to provide an integrated/packaged version to AFRL for detailed characterization. Metal ferruled
lensed fibers with anti-reflection (AR) coatings were incorporated into existing thermo-electric (TE) cooled packages to
mitigate the development effort. The multi-port packaging and parallel optimization procedures were reported by Stoffel,
et al., in the 2006 Electronic Component Technology Conference submission4.
Originally we investigated cavity lengths that varied from 400 µm to 1000 µm, but 500 µm was used for the packaged
prototypes tested at AFRL. Rather than modulating the drive current (direct modulation), the control over the laser
modes was accomplished in this work entirely by optical injection. One of the objectives was to determine if the induced
“switching” of mode intensity was primarily due to the stimulating effect of injection, rather than a variation of carrier
density, particularly since the former could enable much higher laser response rates.
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It has been shown that increased drive current or a shorter cavity increased the relaxation oscillation frequency. Also an
increase in the number of quantum wells in the structure increases the gain which is proportional to the square of the
relaxation frequency. Such effects have been thoroughly examined at Binoptics in single cavity Fabry-Perot designs,
with relaxation frequencies in excess of 15 GHz being achieved and still higher ones being attainable. The effects of alloptical methods for the modulation, as pursued here, provide an alternative approach. Injected light levels of 2 µW
induced switching in prior experiments, but here levels were varied from 100 µW to much higher ones that approached
the intensity of the free-running laser so that relaxation effects could be observed in different parameter regimes.
Applications have been proposed in the context of threshold devices in an optical analog to digital conversion5 or
wavelength conversion. Indirect modulators, routers, and optical logic devices are also conceived in digital formats6,7.
The developments in optically injected Vertical Cavity Surface Emitting Laser (VCSEL) devices have also demonstrated
potential in reconfigurable interconnections at high data rates. Such devices share some of the multi-port injection
features discussed here, but are based on polarization switching8 rather than directional propagation8. Distinct advantages
of the two approaches will become more evident in the course of ongoing work. Certain analog applications may also be
considered, since these devices are scaleable and monolithically integrable with optical amplifiers, photodiodes, and
electro-absorption modulators (EAMs), etc.
The devices discussed in this work have, to the best of our knowledge, not been previously fabricated or tested. The
design having two coupled optical gain paths in a SC medium, with four port interactive optical access, offers unique
degrees of freedom for optical control. The large parameter space also presents new challenges to the complex analysis
of the device physics. The results presented describe the operating characteristics and phenomenology in the remainder
of this paper. A description of the packaged devices and the experimental layout in section 2A is followed by the
experimental results for square pulses in section 2B and single frequency inputs in 2C. The injection wavelength
detuning effects are discussed in 2D, followed by the theoretical model in section 3 and the discussion and conclusions in
section 4.

2. EXPERIMENTAL
2.1 Experimental setup
A prototype packaged ring laser is shown in Figure 1 with an insert photograph of a representative diamond shaped ring
laser. The ridge waveguides had width of 3.5 µm with a mode-field size of approximately 3.3 µm that permitted fairly
efficient single mode fiber coupling, and the laser output was polarized horizontal to the substrate. A Keithly source
delivered the drive current of 80 mA to power the ring laser throughout most of the experiments discussed here.
Saturation current (Isat) was ~ 160 mA, while threshold current was ~ 57 mA for the particular module tested. Table 1
describes characteristic parameters, output power (Pout) at Isat and return loss (RL), measured for the packaged module.

Figure 1. Ring laser package assembled by Infotonics Technology Inc. shown with a photo insert of a diamond shaped ring laser with
~ 500 µm length cavity.
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Table 1. Characteristics of Packaged Ring Laser (Module #13)

Fiber Channel
Pout at Isat=160 mA
RL

A1
1.49 mW
-23.23 dB

A2
2.09 mW
-29.31 dB

B1
2.06 mW
-27.8 dB

B2
1.70 mW
-27.8 dB

Figure 2 illustrates the experimental setup used to characterize the packaged devices. A New Focus tunable laser, model
6300 Velocity, provided an injected power of approximately 500 µW. An erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), Pritel
Inc. LNHPFA-30, was used to provide higher power levels to the JDSU Mach-Zehnder (MZ) modulator, and a
polarization controller set the proper state for the modulator. An Agilent signal generator, model 83650B, delivered the
RF sinusoidal signal to the modulator, and a Krohn-Hite Corp. precision DC source, model 523, controlled the modulator
bias, which was set to operate on the negative slope of the transfer curve. The output from the modulator was connected
to an in-line polarization maintaining (PM) fiber power meter, Eigenlite PM 422, which had a dialable attenuator to vary
injected light power with a range of +10 dBm to -20 dBm (10 mW to 10 µW), and Discovery Semiconductor 30S Lab
Buddy detectors (3 dB @ 18 GHz) monitored the switching waveforms. An Agilent 86142B optical spectrum analyzer
(OSA) captured the ring laser and injection laser spectrum, while an HP 54750A oscilloscope with a 50 GHz module
displayed the output waveforms.
The signal generators used to impose the waveforms, or encoding, on the modulator were interchanged between an
Anritsu 5 Gb/s, 16 bit pulse pattern generator (PG), model MP 1608A, and an HP 83650B, 20 GHz, sinusoidal frequency
generator. The MZ modulator was biased at quadrature in both cases. For the digital patterns, amplification was used to
increase the 2 volt signal to near the Vπ value of 5 volts, so that a “zero” logic signal corresponded to a modulator
minimum output, which was near zero, and a logic level of “one” corresponded to the modulator maximum. Because a
broadband amplifier distorted the encoded pulse patterns from the PG in certain parameter ranges, precautions were
taken to ensure that the regimes tested were free of distortion.
For the sinusoidal input signals, amplification was not required because input signals less than Vπ were sufficient to
exhibit the switching effects, and a zero reference level was not essential. The sinusoidal driving signal applied to a MZ
modulator yields a sine wave in the small signal regime, or linear region of the MZ transfer curve. When amplifying the
applied signal the general form of the transfer curve becomes sin(Asin(ωt)) which is a Bessel function of the first kind.
In other words, nonlinear characteristics are manifested gradually with increased signal in the form of higher orders
effects, which can be displayed on a spectrum analyzer before there is an effect on the waveform’s shape. Amplification
was therefore used only to maximize the signal to a level that did not exhibit noticeable distortion of the waveform’s
shape.
Unless otherwise noted the data resulted from injecting into port A2; the clockwise (CW) mode followed the injected
path and corresponded to port B1 output, while the counter-clockwise (CCW) mode corresponded to port B2 output, as
depicted in Figure 2.
Signal
Generator
Optical
Isolators
New Focus
Tunable Laser
Diode

Amplifier
Polarizer
Controller

EDFA

MZ
Modulator

Bias
Controller

In-line Meter,
Attenuator

OSA
Fiber A1
Injected Path
Fiber A2

Fiber B2

Fiber B1

DSC 30S
Lab Buddy
O’Scope

Figure 2. Experimental setup schematic.
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2.2 Digital encoded injection
The lowest speed investigated with the pattern generator was 100 Mb/s, with a positive logic bit pattern of 1 on 3 off.
Figure 3 shows the positive logic pattern sent from the pattern generator to the MZ modulator, and unless noted the
patterns in this paper were positive and either 1 on 3 off or 1 on 1 off.
100 Mb/s Switching from Pattern Generator
Positive Logic 1 on 3 off
14
12
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8

Voltage (mV)

6
4
2
0
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-6
-8
-10
-12
-14
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40
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80

100

120

140

Time (ns)

Figure 3. Signal out of the pattern generator imposed on the MZ modulator for 100 Mb/s positive logic pattern 1 on 3 off.

Approximately 1 mW average optical power was injected into the ring laser cavity when it was operating at the higher
drive current of 120 mA. The extinction ratio exhibited in Figure 4 can be defined by Vmax/ Vmin. The CW mode had
larger amplitude because the injected light experienced some gain.

25

100 Mb/s Switching, 1 on 3 off
120 mA Drive Current, ~ 1 mW Injection

Voltage (mV)

20

15

10

5

0
40

60

80

100

Time (ns)

120

CCW
CW

Figure 4. 100 Mb/s switching, bit pattern 1 on 3 off.

Figure 5 shows results for a 1 Gb/s pattern (1 ns injected pulse width), which implies a 250 MHz repetition (rep) rate for
the complete 1 on 3 off pattern. Results for both ~ 100 µW and ~ 800 µW average injected optical powers are shown.
The extinction ratio for the CCW mode increased from approximately 3 dB to 9 dB with the higher injected power. The
structure observed in the output waveforms may be related to relaxation oscillations corresponding to ~ 0.8 GHz, which
seems to be independent of injection power if we take the first oscillation peak to be at ~ 25.2 ns for the 800 µW
injection case. At higher injection power the oscillations seem to increase in amplitude not frequency.
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1 Gb/s Switching, 1 on 3 off
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1 Gb/s Switching, 1 on 3 off
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Figure 5. Injection using pattern generator with a 1 Gb/s bit pattern of 1 on 3 off for 100 µW and 800 µW injection.

For comparison purposes, Figure 6 shows that for a sinusoidal 1 GHz injected signal, the oscillations on the waveform
correspond to ~ 5 GHz.
1 GHz Sinusoidal Switching

30

Voltage (mV)

25

20

15

10

5
23.0

23.5

24.0

Time (ns)

24.5

CCW
CW

Figure 6. One GHz sinusoidal switching, with ~ 500 µW injected.

Injecting the 4 Gb/s (250 ps pulse) positive logic bit pattern, 1 on 3 off, actually corresponds to a 1 GHz pattern rep rate.
Figure 7 depicts that the oscillations, ~ 6 GHz, in this configuration are more prominent than the 1 GHz sinusoidal case
and may be related to the high frequency components of the square wave. In both cases the output pulse formation is
broadened.
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4 Gb/s Switching, 1 on 3 off
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Figure 7. Four Gb/s switching 1 on 3 off corresponds to 1 GHz pattern rep rate, with ~ 500 µW injected.

Figure 8 shows 4 Gb/s negative logic 1 on 3 off, i.e. 1 off 3 on, with a lower optical power injected. This case did not
exhibit pulse broadening, but the pulse envelope was not as square shaped as in the positive case. The reason for this
difference is not known at this time and cannot be fully explained by the usual rise and fall time responses because of the
interaction between the two counter-propagating modes.
4.1 Gb/s Switching, Negative Logic 1 on 3 off
(1 off 3 on)

30

Voltage (mV)

25

20

15

10

22.8

23.2

23.6

24.0

Time (ns)

24.4

CCW
CW

Figure 8. Four GB/s negative logic 1 on 3 off – which is really 1 off 3 on, with ~ 170 µW injected.

For a shorter input pulse, we consider the data in Figure 9 measured by Binoptics on an initial unpackaged device3 with
600 µm round trip cavity length. The figure shows that for a 100 ps (10 Gb/s) pulse the laser still switched, and the copropagating trace (bottom right) shows the injected pulse to be reproduced with sufficient fidelity to support selected
high speed digital operations. Though the magnitude of the oscillation may have been enhanced by reflections internal
to this unpackaged device, the ~ 4 GHz value is in the expected range for such a cavity relaxation oscillation. This was
directly supported by observing that increased drive current increased the frequency of the observed oscillation.
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Figure 11. Twelve GHz sinusoidal modulation for 800 µW
injection power.

Figure 12. Fifteen GHz sinusoidal modulation shows no
response in the CCW mode with 800 µW injected power.

The fiber for port B2 was 200 mm shorter than for port B1, which corresponds to a 1 ns offset between output ports for
all of the oscilloscope traces. For our 1 on 3 off patterns this means the 1 Gb/s data set was offset by exactly one (1 ns)
pulse bit, whereas for the 4 Gb/s (or other integer) data sets, the offset was exactly one period of the repetition and,
therefore, displayed no offset effect. At higher frequencies even a small deviation generated shifts of an appreciable
fraction of the period. All of the delays observed in the traces were consistent with the offset described above.
The amplitude of the co-propagating mode was always larger than the CCW direction. This is most likely explained by
the limited amount of carriers, so the mode with injection exhibited a dominating effect.
2.4 Detuning of injection wavelength
The injected wavelength was critical to the operation of the SC ring laser switch. When light was injected into the ring
laser and aligned with one of the ring cavity modes, the side modes were suppressed to levels approaching 40 dB,
depending on the conditions. Figure 12 shows the spectrum of a free running ring laser; there was no spectral effect
when the 1 mW of injected light was not aligned to a resonance mode, and the cavity simply acted as a waveguide.
Figure 13 also shows the side mode suppression of ~ 34 dB when the injection was aligned within a resonance mode.
Alignment did not have to be with the peak mode of the ring laser to force suppression, nor was it necessarily at the exact
center of the wavelength overlap.

0

Injected Laser Wavelength Misaligned from Ring Laser Modes
Biased at 0.080 A

Injected Laser W avelength Aligned with Ring Laser Modes
Biased at 0.080 A
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Figure 13. Optical spectrum when the laser injection wavelength was not aligned with ring laser modes and optical spectrum when the
laser injection wavelength was aligned with a mode.
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The combined injected light and co-propagating mode experienced some gain. In Figure 13 the peak mode amplitude is
at - 10 dBm, and after injection was tuned to a mode, it became roughly - 8 dBm.
The wavelength (de)tuning sensitivity was not obvious at lower driving frequencies (f), but at higher frequencies, such as
10 GHz, the RF modulation sidebands imposed on the wavelength center line were resolvable on an OSA. It was
observed that optimal switching occurred when the injected wavelength was detuned from the peak of the ring laser by
the magnitude of the driving frequency. The frequency offset for optimal switching was also verified at 4 GHz and 1
GHz. At frequencies below 1 GHz, peaks could not be resolved with available equipment. At zero detuning the
switching response was extinguished, which can possibly be explained by Figure 18 in the next section.
At such high frequencies the injected wavelength could be detuned by 2f, so the +/- 2nd adjacent sideband became
aligned with the center peak of the ring resonance, and with sufficient power injection locking occurred with this second
sideband. The effect was two detectable wavelengths propagating in the same direction, which simulated frequency
doubling in the output. Figure 14 shows the switching output when the injection was detuned 10 GHz along with the
overlaid optical spectrum of the injection and the ring resonance.
Detuned for Optimal Switching
Spectrum of Injected Laser and Ring Laser

10 GHz Switching, Optimum Switching
Detuned by ~ 0.08 nm
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Figure 14. Ten GHz switching with frequency detuned by ~ 10 GHz, and optical spectrum of overlaid injected wavelength and ring
laser resonance showing wavelength detuning of ~ 0.08 nm (10 GHz).

Figure 15 illustrates the evolution of the 10 GHz waveform as the wavelength was progressively detuned through the
doubling effect. When completely detuned the waveform disappeared indicating complete misalignment and suggesting
that the power level available (optical or RF) in the 3rd sideband was not sufficient for inducing the resonant
enhancement to drive the switching mechanism.
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Figure 15. Progression of frequency doubling as an effect of detuning.

3. OPTICAL MODULATION RATE EQUATIONS
In this section we introduce rate equations that model a four port semiconductor ring laser with an optical modulated
input signal used for injection locking. Numerical simulations were carried out to illustrate the observed “switching”
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behavior in the intensites of the two circulating modes. The time volution of the two counter propag ting el ctrical
field modes,
E 1 and
dimensionles format heyaregivenby:

9

E 2 , under external optical modulation can be described by the folowing set of equations

E & i NE1 t it1= + + (1 Ω) ( )exp( ) α η
E & i NE2 2 = + (1 ) α
TN PN P &NE E = − − + +

(1)
(2)
2 2

(1 2)( )

Ω denotestheopticalfrequencydetu

In our numerical simulations we judicously chose par met rs,
(typicalyfrom1GHzto5GHz)
1andthemodulationfrequencyrangesfrom0.1to1.

N is the car ier density. Time is rescaled as
ni gbetwe nthe mis ionfrequency(

λ _master)of

τ n / τ p istheratio fthecar ier(typicaly

oftheorderofpicoseconds)
erating el ctrical cur ent with threshold value J

.Pisthe lectricalpumping
, η is the

th

unting for phase amplitude coupling in a
Ω

d

is the harmonic frequency imposed by the MZ
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.
Ω =0.1

α =5, T=15 , P=1.2, and
isthefre run ingrelax tionoscilationof

Ω

theringlaser.Themodulationdepthism=
Ω

Inthismanuscriptwefocusoninjectionlockingtheringlase
diagramexhibts he xtremaofthetwocounterpropag tingin
increase the amount of injection such that he their sum remains nearly flat, with moderate increase as we modify the
injectionlev l.Atap roximately

τ p.

t = t/

λ _ring)ofslaveringdiodelaser.T=

furtherdetailsregardingrescaledrate quations
6

Experimentaly
run ing case; it became ap arent hat as the strength of
operation) split such that he injected mode typicaly obtained most of the nergy. Literature agre s with this njection
phenomeno and sug est that increasing the injection lev l
undampingofthefre run ingrelax tionoscilationsacros aHopfbifurcation,period oublingandchaoticemis ion

(4)

d

th-1), wher J is the op
α is the linewidth enhancement factor ac o
. ,describes

(3)

1 2

η ( ) [1t cos( m )] t = + Ω η
E 1 and
E 2 denote the two complex counter propag ting fields, and
Wher
τ p isthephot nlifetime,
themasterandthefre -run ingfrequency(
oftheorderofna oseconds)andthephot nlifetimes(typicaly
cur ent above laser threshold, P ~ (J/
strength of the injection lev l and
semiconductor medium. The modulation depth is given by m, and
modulator.P.M.Alsing,etal

. In

R

R

Ω

, wher

2

R

= 2P/T,

.

after the laser was injection locked, i.e the side modes wer substantialy sup res ed from the fre
the injection was increased

, the com on steady stae (CW
further yields various wel

known instabilties, including

rwithanopticalydetunedsignal.InFigure16abifurcation
tensites;thes increaseand
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decreaserespectivelyaswe

η =0. 075aHopfbifurcationoc urs.
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Figure16.Abifurcationdiagrams

howingtheminma ndmaximaofthetwocounter

propag tingintensites

lev l. Thear owdenotestheregionwher we

In Figure 17 the two counter propag tin
horizontal ines at 0.79 and 0.19. The dif er nce betwe n the two graphs is the injection modulation frequency with
lower f equency response shown on the right. Our key observ
that his lev l of optical modulation tends to switch the output light of the two counter propag ting el ctric fields. The
rightgraphshowsthephenomeno isev nmorepron uncedatlowerf equency.

aswealtertheinjec

tion

turnontheharmonicexternalmodulation.

g mode intensites oscilate about he

un-modulated steady st
ation is that he intensites are anti-cor elated, sug esting
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ates denoted by

.

Fromthis etofpreliminarysimulationsit sclearthat simplemodel,whichdoesnotincludenonlineargainandoptical
coupling betwe n the two modes, is able to capture key qualitaive char cteristcs of the dynamic response of the
Binoptics diamond ring laser configuration. Further numerical work is under way to identify the proper scaling of the
large par met r space to ac ount for more detailed observations
laserstaeconditons.

ly varied input sate and

Intensities

of the phenomena under wide

Figure 17. The horizontal ines denote the steady staes of the tw

Ω

0. 067 with driv ng frequency
steady staes and at
increasinglysquare,particularly

η = 0. 067 the onset of modulation at

d

Ω

=0.2,

o modes. Switching behavior is
R

η =

observed in the left graph at

and modulation depth m=1. In the right

graph orizontal inesag indenotethe
Ω

d

= 0.1;

Ω

R

exhib ts a pulse-shapi

ng ef ect making them

atlowermodulationfrequencies.

We can use Figure 18 to make some infer nce with regard to the measured results, in particular the sup res ion of the
switching ef ect at zero detuni g for th
variaton of the injection lev l, on the vertical axis, at very low lev l, would cros zone boundaries and yield unstable
injection locking.Wewer in fact in the medium-high injec
lockingisalsopredicted,butwithoutacritcalpoint.Althoughweobservedswitchingwhendetunedinthenegativeand
positve directions, cleaner switching was observed when detuned to the negative region at he power lev ls used
indicating that when detuned to the positve region, we wer most likely on or near the steady stae limit line. This
1
model
has be n suc es fuly ap lied to many case but only
signals). It can ow be gen ralized to include, on another axis, the optical injection frequency par met r. This hould
predict he observed sup res ion at zero detuni g as wel
detuned by harmonics of the drivng frequency. The later
function response due to a sinusoidal MZ modulator driven by the sinusoidal RF control signal. This an lysi is being
pursuedinthefolowonworkinvolvingthes devices.

e ~ monochromatic input signal. That va

lue being a critcal point implies that
tion zone, after the Hopf bifurcation, wher stable injection

with continuo s injected power (no time modulated
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as the resona ce f ects when
can be gen rated by the no linearites entailed in the Bes el
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the injected wavel ngth is
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Ω >0al steadystaesareunstable

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The work described here addressed three related questions:
a) For what frequency range can optically induced switching work, and how well?
b) Under which conditions are relaxation effects evident, and to what extent is the potential performance affected?
c) To what degree is the switching effect dependent on carrier density change rather than stimulated photon effects?
Our pulse encoded data yielded some lower frequency effects which may be attributed to residual reflections in the
system, but also consistently exhibited oscillations between ~ 4 and 6 GHz, whose behavior was consistent with
relaxation effects in the range where they are expected for this medium and cavity dimension. Their effect was not
evident for most nearly single frequency input signals, which may be due to their much smaller perturbation to the steady
state than a square waveform. No response is expected when the drive current of a diode laser is directly modulated
beyond its relaxation frequency, so our observations at up to twice that value with time-varying optical injection may
indicate a contribution to switching effects by photon stimulation. However, the observed cutoff at about 15 GHz could
imply that the relaxation effects still play a limiting role, and that a combined effect is at work. Conclusions must at this
point be guarded until more complete tests are done with sufficient cavity variation to both alter, and isolate, the
contribution of the relaxation oscillation. These methods have been successfully demonstrated at Binoptics in FabryPerot semiconductor diode lasers, but not in this significantly more complex configuration.
We have characterized a new diamond cavity ring laser design. The unique assembly provided four-port lensed fiber
access and ensured stability in the three prototype packages made for testing the devices. Optically switched extinction
ratios of ~ 9 dB were observed, but that value could be increased with higher injected power. Optimum switching
occurred when the wavelength was detuned, or offset, to match the injected modulation frequency. A theoretical model
showed that with proper conditions the laser mode intensities are expected to be anti-correlated with laser injection, as
we observed. Further characterization and modeling are being pursued at AFRL/SNDP.
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